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Abstract
Military satellite communications (milsatcom) systems require precise timekeeping in order to
take advantage of spread-spectrum communication techniques. Though the level of precise
timekeeping in milsatcom is typically not as stringent as that in satellite navigation, milsatcom
nevertheless poses its own unique timekeeping problems. Specifically, milsatcom timekeeping
must be robust, with the ability to autonomously detect and correct timekeeping problems
during protracted periods when the ground control station is either not available or burdened
with other pressing tasks. Here, we consider the ability of three different space-segment
timekeeping subsystems to autonomously detect the failure of a single satellite clock and to
then take appropriate action to remedy the situation. These systems include a Master/Slave
system, an Ensembling system, and a Kalman-Filter system. Employing Monte Carlo
simulation, we consider four types of “soft” clock failure: a time-jump failure, a frequencyjump failure, a failure arising from a sudden change in the clock’s frequency aging rate, and
a failure arising from an abrupt increase in the clock’s random-walk frequency noise. Our
results demonstrate that the performance of the three space-segment timekeeping subsystems
can be enhanced by adding general “clock failure rules” to the basic algorithms that are
associated with each system. Once in place, these rules provide for robust, autonomous spacesegment timekeeping,even in the presence of satellite clock failures.

INTRODUCTION
Military satellite communications (milsatcom) systems require precise timekeeping in order to take
advantage of spread~pectrum communication techniques. The level of precise timekeeping in milsatcom,
however, is typically not as stringent as that in satellite navigation (satnav) systems. While satnav typically
requires nanosecond timekeeping, in very general terms milsatcom lives in a world of microsecond
timekeeping.
Nevertheless, milsatcom poses its own unique timekeeping problems. Specifically,
milsatcom timekeeping must be robust, with the ability to autonomously detect and correct timekeeping
problems during protracted periods when the ground control station is either not available or burdened
with other pressing tasks.
Here, we consider the ability of three different space-segment timekeeping subsystems at geosynchronous
altitude to autonomously detect the failure of a single satellite clock and to then take appropriate action to
remedy the situation. These systems include a Master/Slave system, similar to what is presently employed
in the Milstar communications system [1,2], an Ensembling system based in part on NIST’s AT1 algorithm
[3,4], and a Kalman-Filter system similar to what GPS will employ when it takes advantage of crosslink
ranging [5,6]. We employ Monte Carlo simulation of timekeeping, and consider the space-segment’s
response to four distinct types of clock failure, as will be discussed subsequently. The Monte Carlo
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simulation of the three space-segment subsystems has been described previously 173, and will not be
repeated in detail here. Briefly, a sequence of five satellite-constellation update intervals comprises a
single Monte Carlo realization. The first four are conducted with the ground-segment monitoring the
satellite clocks and correcting their times and frequencies as needed to maintain a somewhat arbitrary 2psec synchronization level. During these “normal” intervals, the ground measures spacecraft time-offsets
every 8 hours. Our studies show that by the fourth update interval any numerical transients associated
with the initiation of a simulation have died out. The fifth update interval simulates system operation in
the absence of ground-segment control, and we record the rate at which time error accumulates during this
period. The- five-update-interval scenario is repeated 10,000 times for each type of failure that we
investigate. In all simulations, we assume the space segment is composed of four satellites, each carrying a
complement of essentially identical rubidium (Rb) atomic clocks. For the Master/Slave simulations, the
constellation is composed of a master satellite, two monitor satellites, and a single slave satellite. In the
other space-segment subsystems, all of the satellites are equivalent. The full set of simulation. parameters is
provided in Ref. 7.
As noted above, we consider four different “soft” clock failures: a time-jump failure, a frequency-jump
failure, a failure arising from a sudden change in the clock’s frequency aging rate (i.e., “aging failure”),
and a failure arising from an abrupt increase in the clock’s random-walk frequency noise (i.e., “Allan
variance failure”). These failures are especially pernicious during periods of autonomous operation, since
we assume that there is no signature, independent of time comparisons among the spacecraft clocks, that
indicates a failure. Moreover, we restrict our investigations to specific magnitudes for these failures. We
believe that this is fair, since much smaller magnitude failures would have little influence on system
performance, while much larger magnitude failures would be indicative of a “hard” failure (i.e., something
truly broken within the clock). Presumably, hard failures could be detected by means other than timing
comparisons (i.e., a specified voltage falls below a database value).

SPACE-SEGMENTTIMEKEEPINGSUBSYSTEMS
bhSFJZR/~LAVE

Perhaps the conceptually simplest space-segment subsystem we consider is a Master/Slave system. Here,
the space segment is composed of a Master Satellite Reference (MSR) whose time and frequency are
controlled by the ground segment. There is also a constellation of slave satellites that derive time and
frequency information from the MSR via intersatellite crosslinks. Additionally, to guard against possible
failure of the MSR clock, the constellation contains two independent Monitor satellites (MONl and
MON2) also directly controlled by the ground. Together, the MSR, MONl, and MON2 are referred to as
the Triplet. The monitor satellites along with the MSR continuously assess each other’s timekeeping
performance via time transfer over the satellite crosslinks.
Should the time difference between two members of the Triplet exceed a database value, AtfGr,an “alarm”
is sounded. The Triplet then enters an identification phase (nominally one hour) to determine which of the
Triplet members has “failed.” Failure may be defined in one of two ways: 1) a Triplet member’s timeoffset to any other Triplet member exceeds Atrail for the entire identification phase, or 2) a Triplet
member’s fractional frequency-offset to any other Triplet member exceeds a database value, Ayftir,over the
identification phase. Following the identification phase, the failed Triplet member is demoted to a SLV,
role (i.e., non-promotable Slave), and the highest-ranked SLV, (i.e., promotable Slave) promotes itself into
a vacated Triplet role. Depending on the failed Triplet member’s identity, several promotional sequences
are possible:
For a MON2 failure: SLV, + MON2
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For a MONl failure: MON2 + MONl and SLV, + MON2
For an MSR failure: MONl + MSR, MON2 + MONl and SLV, + MON2
The process of: (1) determining that one of the Triplet member clocks has failed, (2) identifying which
Triplet member has failed, (3) demoting the failed Triplet member, and (4) reconstructing the Triplet with
a promotable Slave is referred to as Succession. In the present simulations, we somewhat arbitrarily set
Atftil = 5 p.sec and Ayftir = 1x10-lo based on our model milsatcom system’s 2 psec (normal operations)
synchronization level [ 81.
ENSEMBLING
With the Ensembling space-segment subsystem, the spacecraft clocks essentially pool their timekeeping
information to create an average time and frequency to which each satellite clock steers itself. We employ
the NIST AT1 ensembling algorithm [9,10] as this algorithm produces time and frequency offset
information for the spacecraft clocks in real time, which is a particularly attractive feature for a milsatcom
application. The construction of a timescale via this algorithm requires the periodic determination of timeoffsets among all contributing clocks, and these are obtained via time comparisons performed through the
satellite crosslinks every z (i.e., one hour). Using this information, the ensembling algorithm determines
time and frequency offsets for each clock with respect to the Ensemble timescale, and makes a prediction
for the time and frequency offset of each clock at the next update (i.e., ?: in the future). The closer the
actual time-offset, St:, for the i” clock is to its prediction, the greater the weight given to that spacecraft
clock in the formulation of the Ensemble timescale. So as to keep any single clock from dominating the
Ensemble, we limit the weight that any one clock may have. Specifically, as a rule of thumb we assume
that 2/3 of all possible ensemble members, N, are “good,” and therefore should contribute to the timescale
with roughly equal weights. This would give a nominal weight of 3/2N for any one clock, and we limit the
clock weights to 110% of this value. Additionally, while we allow the Ensemble to update the time of the
various satellites every hour, we limit the interval of frequency updates to once a day so that orbital diurnal
temperature effects don’t introduce oscillations into the timescale.
Detecting a general clock failure in an autonomous fashion is a nontrivial problem. Though a time-jump
failure may be detected in a straightforward manner by the AT1 algorithm, as time-offset readings are
directly measurable, a frequency-jump or aging failure is a different matter. In our modification of ATl, a
clock is presumed to have failed if over the course of the time interval between Ensemble measurements, z,
the clock’s estimated fractional frequency change is greater than AyCE.Additionally, once a clock has been
operating for more than T=24 hours, we estimate the clock’s fractional frequency aging coefficient, 6 ,
using a three-point estimator:

6 = f

&~(n~)+6t~(nz-T)-2&~

If this (one-day-averaged) estimated aging coefficient is greater than ADCE,then again the clock is
presumed to have failed. In the present work we set AyCE= 5x10‘” and ADCE= 8x10-‘*/day. Empirically,
we found that these values were able to detect the failures we programmed into the simulations, but did not
predict failures otherwise.
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KALMANFILTER
Similar to the Ensembling system, the Kalman system pools the timekeeping information of the satellite
clocks in order to create a “Kalman-Filter” timescale to which the spacecraft clocks steer themselves. The
difference, of course, is that the Kalman-Filter timescale is not a direct average of clock readings at some
instant, but rather a filtered estimate of an aggregate constellation state. Basically, the Kalman assumes a
model for the i” clock’s time-error at some time 7, xi(r), and for Rb atomic clocks this is best expressed as:
xi(t) = xi(0)+yit++Dit2

+&i(t) .

(2)

Here, xi(O) is the i” clock’s initial time-offset, yi is the clock’s fractional frequency offset, Di is the
fractional frequency aging rate, and G(t) corresponds to the i* clock’s noise. The triplet (xi(O),yi,DJ
corresponds to the i* clock’s state. Again, the construction of the timescale requires periodic time-offset
measurements among all contributing clocks, and these are obtained via time comparisons performed
through the satellite crosslinks every z (i.e., one hour).
The discrete time Kalman filter is characterized by a simple set of recursion relations that allow reestimation of any satellite clock’s state when a new time-offset measurement is obtained [l 11. The effects
of ground-commanded time and frequency corrections are included in the Kalman filter, so that
information on the clock states is carried across ground station update intervals; this results in good
estimates of the Di. Stein and Filler [12] have developed the formalism of the Kalman filter as it relates to
precise timekeeping, and have shown how noise (as it relates to the Allan variance) should be incorporated
into the Kalman filter; we have employed their results in our work.
As with the Ensembling system, we augment the basic Kalman system with a few simple rules in order to
deal with clock failures during an autonomy period. Specifically, similar to the Ensembling system, a
clock is presumed to have failed if over the course of the time interval between measurements, ‘T;,the
clock’s estimated fractional frequency change is greater than AyCK. Additionally, once a clock has been
operating for more than T=24 hours, we estimate the clock’s fractional frequency aging coefficient, 6 ,
using a three-point estimator:

“=f

.

6t~(n~)+&~(n~-T)-2&~

(3)

If this (one-day-averaged) estimated aging coefficient is greater than ADCK,then again the clock is
presumed to have failed. In the present work we set AyCK= 5x10-” and ADCK= 8x10-‘2/day. These are the
same values used by the Ensembling system, and again they were chosen on an empirical basis.

SPACECRAFTATOMICCLOCKS
In all cases we assume that the spacecraft carry relatively high quality rubidium (Rb) atomic clocks defined
by an Allan standard deviation, by(~)>,of

O,(T) =

1.5m-”fi

+

1.0x10-‘5~

,

/

and an average fractional frequency aging rate, (D), of 7x10-14/day. Moreover, we assume that the actual
aging rate varies from clock to clock about this average by f%(D). The frequency of the Rb atomic clock
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is digitally controlled as described in Ref. [7]. The one exception to the parameters given in Ref. [7]
concerns the threshold for satellite fractional frequency corrections: in the Master/Slave and Kalman
systems this threshold is set at 3.3x10“‘, while in the Ensemble system we obtain slightly better
performance by setting this threshold level at 9.Ox1O-‘2.
RIDWLTS
TIME-J~JMPFAILURE
Figure 1 shows rms time-error, 6t-, as a function of days into an autonomy period. The solid line
corresponds to the time-error buildup for the failed satellite clock, in the absence of a space-segment
timekeeping subsystem. In this particular failure scenario, a satellite clock suffers a jump in its time
reading of 10 psec at day 2 during an autonomy period. As no other problem occurs for the clock, timeerror buildup proceeds nominally after day 2. In the case of the Master/Slave system, the failed clock is the
MSR, while in the case of the Ensemble and Kalman systems the failed clock is simply a contributing
member to the aggregate timescale.
In the figure, circles correspond to St,, for the Master/Slave system, squares correspond to Sk for the
Ensemble system and diamonds correspond to St,, for the Kalman system. In each case, Stm for the
failed clock is shown. Thus, in the case of the Master/Slave system, the Master is quickly identified by the
monitors as having a failed satellite clock, and it is demoted to the role of unpromotable slave.* In the case
of the Ensemble and Kalman systems, the failed clock is also demoted to a slave role (i.e., a noncontributing member to the aggregate timescale with its time and frequency tied to the aggregate
timescale). Though it may be noticed that the Kalman system displays somewhat smaller time-errors than
the Master/Slave and Ensemble systems, it is important to note that none of these systems has been fully
optimized for the present investigations. Consequently, the main point to draw from the figure is not the
superiority of one system compared to another, but rather the fact that all three systems efficiently detect
the failure and take corrective action.+
FREQUENCY-JUMPFAILURE
Figure 2 shows rms time-error, 6t-, as a function of days into an autonomy period in the case of a
frequency-jump failure. The failure again occurs at day 2 in an autonomy period, but now the failed clock
suffers a fractional frequency jump of l~lO_‘~. Similar to Fig. 1, the solid line corresponds to the time
error build-up for the failed satellite clock, in the ubsence of a space-segment timekeeping subsystem,
while circles correspond to the same failed clock in the Master/Slave system, squares the Ensemble system
and diamonds the Kalman system. As is clear from the figure, all three systems efficiently detect the
failure of the satellite clock and take corrective action so as to ensure stability of constellation timekeeping.
Figures 3a and 3b illustrate the importance of augmenting the Ensemble and Kalman-Filter systems with
rules to guard against clock failure. In Fig. 3a, we compare St- for the Ensemble system with and without
the rules described above in the case of a time-jump failure. Without the additional rules, the Ensemble

* Note that we on Iy show the time-error at two-day intervals, so that time-error propagation during demotion is not
apparent. Time-error dynamics during demotion is a separate problem from the one considered here, which may be
defined as a “timescale stability” problem. We plan to treat the dynamic problem in the near future.
7 We also wish to point out that in our simulations the failed clock simply has its role changed to that of Slave.
However, in a real situation algorithms onboard the spacecraft would be required to turn off the failed clock and turn
on a healthy clock. Nevertheless, as the new clock would have no timekeeping history, prudence would detect that it
be assigned a slave role until the ground could properly assess its timekeeping performance.
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algorithm allows the failed clock to remain a contributing member to the aggregate timescale (albeit a
weakly contributing member), and converts the time-jump failure into a frequency “correction” for all
healthy spacecraft clocks. Consequently, the entire constellation rapidly builds up a large time error. With
the additional rules, however, this is not allowed to happen. Similar effects occur for the Kalman-Filter
system as shown in Fig. 3b for the case of a frequency-jump failure. Here, the frequency-jump of the
failed clock works its way into the Kalman filter, corrupting the entire timescale. Specifically, the
frequency jump is simply reduced by a factor between one third and a quarter (i.e., only one out of four
constellation clocks displays the large frequency offset).

AGINGFAILUREANDALLANVARIANCEFAILURE
Figures 4 and 5 show the response of the three space-segment timekeeping subsystems to an aging failure
and an Allan variance failure, respectively. In the case of the aging failure, the failed clock suffers a
sudden increase in its frequency aging rate (i.e., (D) = 7x1U14/day becomes D = lxlO~“/day). In the case
of the Allan variance failure, the clock suffers a sudden increase in the random-walk term of its frequency
noise (i.e., by (z)=1x10-*5 J-z + oY (z)= 3x10-14& ). Note that in the case of the aging failure, the
Master/Slave system shows a small time-error increase around the day of the failure (i.e., for clocks with
no random-walk frequency noise the failure would occur at day 5.4). This is simply a consequence of the
fact that the Triplet exceeds AtrGlat some random time around day 5.4 as a consequence of (normal)
timekeeping fluctuations. Notwithstanding this apparent “bump” in time-error, Figs. 4 and 5 again show
that all three space-segment timekeeping subsystems are able to protect the constellation against clock
failures, so that over the long term the constellation timescale is not corrupted by the clock failure.

SUMMARY
In this work we have considered various types of “soft” clock failure, and the ability of three different
space-segment timekeeping subsystems to detect the failure and take appropriate action. By soft failure we
mean a clock failure that results in poor timekeeping performance, yet all other indications of clock
operation (i.e., various critical voltage levels) are within nominal bounds. Basically, the problem we have
considered here deals with the creation of a stabile, autonomously operating times&e. Our results show
that a Master/Slave system, an Ensemble systemor a Kalman-Filter system are all able to create a stable
timescale in the presence of clock failures, so long as the basic systems are enhanced by adding general
“clock failure rules.”
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Figure 1: Rms time error as a function of days into an autonomy period for a time-jump Rb clock failure.
The solid line corresponds to the time-error buildup that would occur for the failed satellite clock, in the
absence of a space-segment timekeeping subsystem. Circles correspond to the Master/Slave system, squares
to the Ensemble systemand
diamonds to the Kalman system. As parameters for the Ensemble and Kalman
systems have not been fully optimized, comparisons among the three systems should be treated with caution.
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Figure 3: (a) Rms time error buildup in the case of a time-jump failure for the Ensemble system. The
dashed line corresponds to the failed clock, in the absence of a space-segment timekeeping subsystem; the
squares correspond to the failed clock with the Ensemble subsystem and the rules discussed in the text. The
solid line is the time-error buildup for the failed clock in the Ensemble without the additional rules. (b)
Rms time-error buildup in the case of a frequency-jump
failure for the Kalman system. Again, the dashed
line is the failed clock alone; the diamonds correspond to the Kalman with rules and the solid line the
Kalman without rules.
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time-error buildup that would occur for the failed satellite clock, in the absence of a space-segment
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and diamonds to the Kalman system. The dashed line is simply an aid to guide the eye for the Master/Slave
system, in order to highlight the slight “bump” in time-error around the time of the clock failure.
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Figure 5: Rms time-error buildup for an Allan variance failure. The solid line corresponds to the
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